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Methodological Approach

• Co-Design
• Principles (Zamenopoulos & Alexiou, 2018)

• Engage stakeholders (Dilts 1994) 

• Radical inter-disciplinarity
• Beyond cross/multi-disciplinarity
• New synergies, methods, ways of working e.g. 

the ‘Disney Method’ (Tausch et al., 2015)

•  applied to software development & use of 
‘FLOSS’* tools



Data Collection & Analysis
• Purposive/snowball sampling
• Focus Groups

• 25 Participants across 6 focus groups
• Law enforcement, victim support and security 

practitioners
• Interviews -> ongoing, 15-25 interviews

• 1 victim of romance/investment fraud
• 1 victim of harassment/stalking
• +3 upcoming

• Co-design workshops -> tbc
• Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA)

(Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2019, 2022) 



Crime Types



Impact & Victims’ Needs

Victims’ need ACTION on:
• Understand crime/process
• Enforcement response
• Protection from re-victimisation
• Impact Recovery

• Financial Recovery
• Welfare & wellbeing 



Barriers to Access

Key themes

• Understanding stakeholder 
roles

• Overwhelming support 
landscape



Barriers to Access
“I come across a lot of victims engaged with a lot of different services at once, and perhaps 
maybe more than somebody who might be in a more rural area or like a quiet town. Uhm, 

so it's quite difficult from the victims’ perspective because they often get massively 
confused about who is who, why they're calling what they're trying to help them with and 
it's you know you have to constantly keep reminding them you know of your role and of 

your remit and that's not something that you can do, but it's something that this person can 
do. So it can be incredibly confusing for them and when they've been a victim of crime, they 

are still traumatized by what's happened. They may already lead quite chaotic lifestyles as 
well, so that coupled with the trauma just means everything it’s just so overwhelming and 

they really can't manage with the volume of people involved.”

FG2, Participant 6



Barriers to Access

Key themes
• Understanding stakeholder 

roles
• Overwhelming support 

landscape
• Perceptions of CJS and victim 

(self) perceptions
• Under-estimated risk & impact



Challenges of Delivery
Key themes
• Manage Victims Expectations
• Services Ownership & 

Boundaries
• Resource Constraints -> 

Response Capacity
• Inadequate Technical Help
• Reluctant Users
• Service Infrastructure



Improving Response - Models
Key Takeaways
• Need for a holistic response – 

the full range of victim 
needs/rights

• Mix of generalist and 
specialist services/roles -> 
partnership working

• Self-help and anonymity -> 
but varied formats



Improving Response – Support Toolkit

Top Tools
• Public Awareness Campaigns
• Online Footprint Tool
• Chatbots
• Practitioner Network
• (Fraud) Vulnerability Tool
• Prevention – Consumer Tech



Improving Response – Overall Framework

•Chatbots
•What Next Toolkit
•Victim Testimonials
•Victim Response 

Monitoring
•One-Stop Shop Advice

•Online Footprint 
Tool 

•Chatbots 
•Forensic Tools

•Online Footprint Tool 
•Chatbots 
•Trusted Cyber Sec
•Affordable Anti-Scam 

Tech
•Re-Victimisation Info 

Packs 

•Practitioner Network 
•(Fraud) Vulnerability tool
•Community Connectors

•Awareness Campaigns 
•Consumer Tech Prevention Packs
•Awareness of Consequences
•Education & Awareness Standard
•Victim Testimonials
•Affordable Anti-Scam Technology
•Intelligence-Sharing Tools
•Data-Linking Tools
•Digital & Security Skills Training 

Reactive Response Proactive Response



What Next: Co-design Workshops

Date Venue Participants 

Wednesday 22nd 
June PM / 
Thursday 23rd 
June

Legal Innovation 
Lab Wales suite  

8-12 practitioner
s & software 
developers

Workshop aims
• To received feedback from stakeholders 

on ideas for improving victim services. 
• To specify them further and, where 

applicable, create an initial list of features 
that the idea(s) need. 

• To agree on how the Swansea Cyber Clinic 
should prioritise the above ideas i.e., 
discuss which should be go ahead with 
first and why. 



Key Takeaways
• Victim support and care faces new challenges as society is 

increasingly ‘digital’ and both crimes and victimisation on/offline 
‘hybrids’.

• We have mapped victims’ needs to existing services and 
identified gaps – but also how we might enable a better victim 
response.

• Practitioners across law enforcement/public/charity sectors are 
grappling with issues of resourcing but also of policy ownership, 
especially where enforcement responses are not an option. 

• New models and tools for victim support delivery need to scale 
and to account for a wide range of generalist and specialist 
support needs – tech can play an important role here, but 
services need to be offered in a variety of mediums, given 
accessibility issues.



THANK YOU | DIOLCH!

Check out our poster & get in touch with questions & ideas 
for collaboration!

Dr. Sara Correia & Genevieve Clifford
cyberclinic@swansea.ac.uk 
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